Friday 16th July 2021

This Weeks Spotlight!
Year Three & Four
This week in year 3 4 we have enjoyed tasting fruit kebabs, we particularly liked the delicious and sweet
juicy taste of the different seasonal vegetables and fruit that you can buy from the supermarket. In English, we wrote repeating poems based on a dragons eye and came up with some excellent similes to describe the colours, features and scales. In maths, we have been identifying parallel lines on 2d shapes
such as quadrilaterals as well as right angles. In P.E. we have enjoyed using tactics and different strategies
in different invasion and team games as well as building dens and working on our fitness. It has been a
very busy week, but a fantastic one on which to finish. From everyone in year 3 4 we would like to wish
you a happy summer holiday and are already looking forward to next year.
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Classroom News!
FSU

Well what another wonderful week it’s been in our FSU! We had such an incredible
time on our Teddy Bears picnic and summer walk, I think we ate 3 breakfasts and
lunches that day and the weather was beautiful! Our teddies had such a lovely time
with Miss Baxter’s giant teddy, Elliot.
It has been a sad and also very happy day today as we celebrate the start of our Summer holidays but we have had to say goodbye to Miss Baxter and Miss Allen and there
have been lots of tears! Miss Baxter enjoyed her surprise too, we all practised the ‘you
got a friend in me’ song with actions and sang it beautifully to her!
Have a wonderful Summer everyone! What a great year we have had together!
Miss Baxter, Mrs Regan and Miss Allen

Year One & Two

Well the end of the school year has arrived and Year 1&2 have worked their socks off
to get everything finished, tidied and ready for the summer holidays. In English, the
children have written some beautiful acrostic seaside poetry. We did some comparing
of the seaside, town and country in Geography and in Maths, Year 1 compared numbers whilst Year 2 continued learning how to tell the time. In RE, the children have
learnt how and when Judaism began. The holy books that Jewish people read and also
their places of worship. On Wednesday, we enjoyed the beautiful summer weather on
our walk to the Tawd Valley and then shared a lovely picnic with our friends and teddy
bears back on the school field.
Year 1&2 hope all the children, families and staff of St Edmund’s have a restful, safe
and enjoyable summer break!

Year Five & Six

Year 5/6 have had a very unusual week this week! We started off the week by finishing
of our Ancient Greek topic. We studied the Battle of Troy and completed it in English,
where we completed a fact file on ‘What the Ancient Greeks’ did for us’. In mathematics, we investigated real- life problems linked to cooking times in our bakery project.
Unfortunately, the rest of our week has been disturbed by factors out of our control.
However, they did shine bright during the times our visitors were watching our learning. Year 6 also had their time to celebrate, with their fun-filled leaver’s disco and
McDonalds treat.
Mrs Buckley: ‘ It’s a sad farewell from me, I will miss all the the children and staff at St
Edmund’s, especially my superstars in Y5/6. Unfortunately, we didn’t get to say our
final goodbyes, but I know you will keep reaching for the stars! Thank you for making
me feel so welcome and good luck for the future.’
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Classroom Rewards
Each week children are encouraged to complete their work to a high standard (St. Edmund’s Standard). Children who have
tried their best to try and reach this standard will be awarded the ‘St. Edmund’s Standard Award’. Children are also encouraged to follow the school mission statement and show ‘Care, Consideration and Courtesy’ towards each other, children who
show acts of kindness which follow the mission statement will be awarded the ‘Care, Consideration and Courtesy Award’.

Care, Consideration and Courtesy Award

St. Edmund’s Standard Award

Danny Draper

All of year 6

Aiden Lach

Viktor Huska

William Brown

Aida Ryan

Matthew Galligan

Katerina kotelnikova

Dear Parents and Carers
I cannot believe I have been a part of St. Edmund’s family for a year, it seems to have gone
really fast. I feel very privileged to be a part of it. The children have been absolutely wonderful during what has been a very difficult year. The children are a credit to you and your
families.
We are very sad to be saying good bye to: Miss Roberts, Mrs Buckley, Miss Baxter and
Miss Dawson this year. We are very grateful for their support and thank them for their impact on our children’s learning. They will always be a apart of our family and hopefully
they will come and visit.
We say good bye to our Year Six children who, unfortunately, have missed their last couple
of days because of a COVID case in their class. We wish them well on the next step on
their journey and will always remember them. We know that they will do well. Good luck
Year Six.
We look forward to seeing you on Monday 6th September. We hope that you have a lovely
summer holiday and we keep our fingers crossed that the beautiful weather continues.
Take care
Mrs Birmingham

Year Six Party Photographs

Good bye to all our wonderful Year Six children we
wish you well in your new High School and we know
you will all do well. Don’t forget you must always aspire to be the best you can be. Take care
The St. Edmund’s Family

